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Abstract 
 
 Marek’s Disease Virus (MDV) is a highly oncogenic alphaherpes virus that induces 
Marek’s Disease (MD) in chickens.  MDV is characterized most notably by T-cell lymphomas. 
Consequently, primary infectious disease control strategies for MD focus on vaccination against 
MDV-induced tumorigenesis and optimization of genetic resistance to MD. However, selective 
pressures—such as high-density poultry rearing practices, vaccination control, and 
incorporated genetic resistance to MD—have induced MDV evolution and increased MDV 
virulence. Vaccination strategies are particularly susceptible to MDV evolution as shown by 
multiple vaccine breaks throughout the latter half of the twentieth century. The last vaccine 
break occurred as recently as the late 1990s, and in the wake of this break, the poultry industry 
has come to rely on only a handful of vaccines.  
 Additional measures of control are needed to ensure MD containment and prevent 
future vaccine breaks.  Future research must characterize MDV-induced driver mutations.  
Current vaccines suppress T-cell lymphomas, but more information is needed on the specific 
somatic alterations that contribute to transformation. This proposal will examine driver 
mutations and gene resistance by using cytogenetic analysis, SNP arrays, and Next-generation 
sequencing of DNA and RNA. This methodological combination has yet to be applied to MDV 
and is expected to reveal the requisite somatic alterations that drive transformation and 
tumorigenesis. These results will likely be used to guide future infectious disease control 
strategies.  
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Research Plan 
Specific Aims 
 
 This project intends to identify the somatic variations responsible for MDV-
transformation events, specifically driver mutations, and the alleles, genes, and 
pathways involved in genetic resistance to Marek’s Disease.  
 
Objective 1: Characterize large-scale MDV-induced genomic alterations using single 
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays and cytogenetics. 
  
 Genomic material from 72 MDV-induced tumor samples will undergo cytognetic 
analysis and SNP microarray analysis. Cytogenetics will reveal MDV-integration 
profiles, tumor clonality, and large-scale alterations. Tumor DNA will undergo 
microarray analysis on a custom 15K Affymetrics SNP array to reveal select SNPs, 
large-scale alterations (e.g. CNVs and LOH), tumor clonality, and alleles involved in 
MD resistance. 
 
 
Objective 2: Characterize MDV-induced somatic alterations responsible for 
transformation and tumorigenesis.  
 
 Illumina sequenced DNA from 22 MDV-induced tumor samples will reveal 
somatic alterations driving transformation including single nucleotide variants, 
insertions and deletions, copy number variations, structural variants, and gene fusions. 
Variants considered driver mutations may reveal novel targets for MD control 
strategies (e.g. vaccine development and incorporation of genetic resistance). 
 
 
Objective 3: Characterize MDV-induced gene expression alterations responsible for 
transformation and tumorigenesis. 
 
 Illumina sequenced RNA from 22 MDV-induced tumor samples will reveal 
alterations in gene expression and transcription products to reveal the genes, alleles, 
and pathways altered in transformation and confirm suspected genomic candidate 
alterations.  
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Background and Significance 
Global consumer demand for poultry products, especially meat, is at its highest. Poultry 

is the leading meat consumed in the United States and around the world. It is considered one of 
the most dynamic animal commodities where production has increased by 436% since 1970(1). 
The United States has the largest poultry industry in the world and is the largest poultry meat 
producer, exporter, and consumer. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
expects these trends to continue into 2019 and beyond (2).   

This demand has transformed poultry cultivation.  Poultry raising practices have 
changed dramatically since the early 1950s, when the average chicken was raised in relatively 
small backyard flocks, into the high-density chicken rearing industry of today, which relies on 
certain breeds for genetic improvement (1). Up to 90% of the rise in chicken rearing productivity 
is attributable to advanced poultry breeding programs and the selection of certain production 
traits (e.g. growth-enhancement and disease resistance)(2,3). 

Despite these advances, the modern landscape of the poultry industry faces new 
challenges. The industry has consolidated and the common practice of high-density chicken 
rearing has reduced genetic diversity (1). Therefore, the fast-growing industry remains focused 
on controlling infectious disease to sustain economic viability, enhance animal welfare, and 
maintain consumer confidence in poultry products (2). One especially serious threat to the 
industry is Marek’s Disease.  MD is a lymphoproliferative, infectious disease that is caused by 
the highly oncogenic alpha-herpes Marek’s Disease Virus. Pathogenic strains of MDV can be 
found in almost all countries with a developed poultry industry. MDV control is difficult 
because of its capricious nature to spontaneously overcome vaccines and become increasingly 
virulent. Annual world-wide losses associated with MD equate to roughly 1-2 billion US 
dollars, which is likely an underestimate given chronic under-reporting (4). MD remains one of 
the top infectious poultry diseases of concern in the United States and worldwide.  

Research into Marek’s Disease began in in 1907 when József Marek, a Hungarian 
veterinarian at the Budapest Veterinary School, characterized a generalized polyneuritis in four 
roosters (5). This disease was later discovered to show neoplastic attributes (6,7). Furthermore, 
its pathology closely resembled the retroviral-induced lymphatic leucosis. It was not until the 
discovery of MD’s herpes virus etiology in the late 1960s that the polyneuritis discovered by 
Marek was distinguishable from lymphatic leucosis (8).  This discovery ultimately led to the 
development of a vaccine against MDV. The vaccine did not stop the proliferation of MDV, 
however, but stopped the formation of neoplasms in infected chickens. This development made 
it the first immune prophylaxis to be used against a cancer, otherwise known as the first cancer 
vaccine (9). 

As discussed, MD is extremely virulent and thus the severity of MD has changed 
drastically since its discovery. Originally described as a sporadic chronic disease, MD has 
evolved into several forms of aggressive, acute and peracute diseases.  In addition to the chronic 
polyneuritis and visceral lymphomas observed in 1907, MDV has evolved to cause a 
combination of immunosuppressive, inflammatory, and lymphoproliferative lesions in chickens 
(Figure 1) (5,10).  Clinical signs include paralysis, skin leucosis, dermatitis, cachexia, 
neurological deficits (e.g. ataxia and torticollis), inflammatory brain and nerve lesions, bursal 
and thymic atrophy, gross visceral lymphomas, stunting, and death (10).  The degree of clinical 
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severity is dependent upon the virulence of the virus pathotype; ranging from mildly virulent 
(m) to virulent (v), very virulent (vv) and very virulent plus (vv+). The classification of 
virulence was established based on the response of the MDV pathotype to commercially 
available vaccines and combinations thereof, and it seems there is a close relationship between 
virulence and vaccine breaks (Figure 2) (5,11–13). The ever-increasing virulence of MDV is 
attributable to the use of vaccines in a high-density rearing environment. Modern poultry 
housing units are densely packed with chickens. The ebb and flow of poultry consistently 
introduces naïve hosts, providing MDV with a continuous reservoir, which has a reduced 
genetic diversity. These practices have created an environment ideal for aggressive selection 
and adaptation of MDV, creating the need for additional control strategies (4). In response to 
this need, we aim to reveal the genetic etiology of tumorigenesis, one of the contributing factors 
to MDV-induced fatality. A genetic approach to tumor prevention may offer an alternative to 
the vicious cycle of vaccine resistance in treating Marek’s Disease.  

The pathogenesis of MDV-induced tumors begins when infectious dust contaminated 
with MDV, which is shed from other infected birds, is inhaled (Figure 3).  The virus is 
transported from the lungs to the lymphoid tissue of the spleen, thymus, and bursa of Fabricius 
by macrophages. It is in these visceral organs where MDV targets B lymphocytes for cytolytic 
infection. From there, the virus most commonly spreads to T-lymphocytes (14), but may also 
target macrophages (15).  

During the initial event when the extracellular enveloped virus seeks to enter its first 
target cell, it likely binds to cellular receptors via glycoprotein B (gB) in combination with other 
glycoproteins (16). Certain cellular receptor molecules also likely play a role in infection (e.g. 
heparin sulfate) (17). When the virus seeks to leave an infected cell and enter an uninfected cell, 
it requires direct contact between both cells (16). Evidence suggests that an intercellular bridge 
forms through which the virus passes to the uninfected cell (18). Glycoproteins E, I, and M (gE, 
gI, and gM) also play a necessary role in infected- to uninfected-cell transfer (19,20). 

Near the end of the cytolytic replication phase, infected lymphocytes carry MDV to the 
feather follicle epithelium (FFE), where productive infection occurs. Infected birds shed the 
extracellular virus from the FFE for an average of 10 days post infection (14).  

In total, there are three stages of MDV-cell interactions: productive, latent, and 
transforming. During productive infection, also known as cytolytic infection, the vast majority 
of viral DNA is replicated, proteins are synthesized, and virus particles are produced. An 
intranuclear inclusion body forms, resulting in subsequent lysis of the cell (14). The viral host 
shut off protein, UL41, has been shown to likely be responsible for the initiation of the lytic 
process (21). UL41 degrades host mRNA, shuts off host protein synthesis, and regulates viral 
gene expression (22,23). Near the end of the cytolytic replication phase, infected lymphocytes 
carry MDV to the feather follicle epithelium (FFE), where shedding of the extracellular virus 
begins 10 days post infection on average (14,24).  

After the cytolytic stage, MDV enters latency in infected lymphocytes and integrates into 
the telomeric regions of chromosomes in CD4+ T cells, and sometimes CD8+ T cells and B cells 
(25–27). The reactivation of early and late genes in latently infected cells is characterized by the 
upregulation of transcripts of ICP4, a protein that acts as a transactivator of genes associated 
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with lytic infection, and downregulation of latency-associated transcripts (LATs), resulting in a 
return to the lytic stage of infection (28,29). 

In susceptible and/or unvaccinated birds, infected T cells, primarily CD4+ cells but 
rarely CD8+ cells, can undergo a transformation event resulting in subsequent 
lymphomagenesis in various visceral organs. Cells having undergone MDV-induced 
transformation commonly exhibit MD tumor-associated surface antigens (MATSAs), which are 
not present on cells undergoing MDV cytolytic replication (30,31). The only successfully cloned 
and identified MATSA is CD30, which is specifically associated with transformed CD4+ T cells 
(32,33). High expression of CD30 is characteristic of MD lymphomas; therefore, CD30 may be a 
component of a critical intracellular signaling pathway in transformed cells (34). 

MDV induced transformation events are dependent on the establishment of the latent 
state, which is induced through a number of mechanisms but none more crucial than the 
integration of MDV into host chromosomes. This has been corroborated by lymphoma 
formation efficiency, which has been shown to directly correlate with the number of cells with 
latently infected genomes. Furthermore, one of these latently infected cells inevitably out-
competes other cells typically resulting in tumors of monoclonal origin (35,36).  

Integration is an important tactic for herpes viruses in animals; it ensures viral genome 
maintenance and replication during cell division (37,38), evasion from the immune system (27), 
and horizontal infection between hosts in a population (39). MDV is no exception, it is found 
exclusively in the integrated state during latency primarily in CD4+ T cells, although CD4-, 
CD8-, CD8+T cells, and B cells can also harbor latent MDV (27,35,37,40–43). MDV integration is 
preferential and likely exclusive to telomeric regions of host chromosomes (36,41,44); this is 
partially explained by the telomeric repeats (TMRs) found at either distal region of the linear 
MDV genome. Viral TMRs are homologous to host telomere sequences (TTAGGG)n and allow 
for targeted MDV integration (45,46). During latency, few viral gene products are produced: 
estimated between about 10-30 genes (47–49). Arguably the most important MDV latently 
expressed protein is Meq. Meq represses expression of lytic viral gene products, an essential 
scenario for latency induction.  

Through mechanisms not entirely understood, MDV integration into host chromosomes 
induces somatic alterations in the chicken genome. It is widely believed that viral oncogenes in 
alliance with somatic driver mutations contribute to MDV-induce lymphomagenesis. The exact 
scenario of lymphomagenesis is in development, and we aim to confirm and expand upon the 
current model (Figure 4) (10).  
 The onset of transformation and tumorigenesis seems to be fuelled by genes carried on 
the MDV genome that, through aggressive expression, interact with host cell genomic material 
and machinery. The most powerful known MDV-encoded oncogene is Meq, Marek’s EcoRI-Q-
encoded protein (50). In very virulent and very virulent plus pathotypes of MDV, Meq is a basic 
leucine zipper (bZIP) protein encoded as a 339-amino-acid unspliced open reading frame (51); 
our discussion will focus on this form of Meq. If Meq is deleted or mutated to substantially 
perturb function, tumorigenesis does not ensue; therefore, Meq is necessary for MDV 
transformation (52,53). However, Meq is not sufficient for MDV transformation, as Meq is 
encoded and expressed on attenuated, nononcogeneic MDV strains (54). Our discussion of 
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MDV transformation will focus primarily on Meq, but will also include other viral and host cell 
gene products that contribute to lymphamogenesis.  
 Because Meq is a bZIP protein, it can dimerize with other bZIP proteins or itself to form 
hetero- or homodimers, both of which are essential for MDV transformation (Figure 5) 
(52,55,56). Meq can heterodimerize with c-Jun, CREB, ATF-1, ATF-2, ATF-3, Fra-2, Jun-B, Jun-D, 
and NFIL3 (57,58). The Meq-c-Jun heterodimer has been the most extensively characterized as it 
seems to demonstrate the most oncogenic behavior of dimers. Meq stabilizes c-Jun, a known 
cellular proto-oncogene, and increases the efficacy of c-Jun signaling (57) resulting in enhanced 
cellular proliferation, suppression of apoptosis, and increased mobility of latently infected CD4+ 
T cells (59,60). Meq can also bind to other cellular proteins outside of its leucine zipper domain 
including: CDK-2, p53, Rb (50), HSP-70 (61), CtBP-1 (52), and SKP-2 (62). The interaction most 
thoroughly characterized is that of Meq and CtBP-1, which is essential for MDV transformation 
(52). CtBP-1 is a repression complex protein that represses transcription via chromatin 
remodeling (63). It is likely that Meq recruits CtBP-1 to specific loci during latency and 
transformation to influence repression of apoptosis (57) and enhancement of differentiation 
(60,64) in latent CD4+ T cells.  

Meq and Meq dimers have been shown to transcriptionally regulate genes in several 
pathways critical for oncogenesis and/or involved in apoptotic repression including: the 
extracellular signal-regulated kinase/mitogen-activated protein kinase (ERK/MAPK), Jak-STAT, 
and ErbB pathways (65). Unsurprisingly, Meq has also been shown to upregulate the promoter 
of CD30, one of the Marek’s tumor-associated surface antigens (MATSAs) (34). In addition to its 
full-length protein, Meq can be spliced resulting in a gene fusion between the first 100 amino 
acids of Meq and either the exon 2 or 3 of viral interleukin 8 (vIL8): Meq/vIL8 and 
Meq/vIL8∆exon3 (10,66,67). These splice variants can induce proliferation of fibroblasts and 
macrophages, promote transformation of CD4+ T cells through interactions with CtBP-1, and 
repress gene promoters in the latent MDV genome involved in cell lysis (10).  

The above interactions revolve around the activity of Meq; however there are other gene 
products, transcripts, and microRNAs suspected to contribute to oncogenesis. These include but 
are not limited to: viral telomerase RNA (vTR), cellular TR for telomerase reverse transcriptase 
(cTERT) (68,69), viral interleukin 8 (vIL8) (70–73), UL36 encoding ubiquitin-specific protease 
domain on the viral major tegument protein (MTP) (74), and MDV microRNAs (75). In our 
endeavor to reveal the genomic players involved in oncogenesis, we will watch for the 
aforementioned contributors of transformation and hopefully add more comprehension to the 
current model. 
 
Preliminary Studies/Progress Report 

We plan to characterize the MDV-induced genome integration events and somatic 
genetic alterations responsible for transformation and subsequent tumorigenesis. Much has 
been done to lay the groundwork for such ambitious goals. The Avian Disease and Oncology 
Laboratory (ADOL) and other collaborators have sought to genomically characterize MD tumor 
profiles by examining the alleles, genes, and pathways affected by MDV-induced somatic 
alterations; and the quantitative trait loci associated with MD resistance. An ongoing 
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collaboration between the Cheng and Delany labs has shed light on MDV integration and how 
it affects tumor lineages. 

In the early 1990’s Delecluse and Hammerschmidt discovered that it was possible for 
MDV to integrate into the chicken genome (35). However, more work was needed to better 
understand the context of MDV integration; the Cheng, Delany, and Hunt labs proposed to fill 
this void. They investigated integration events in late stage tumors within birds by using multi-
color fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with probes specific for either MDV or host 
chromosomes (27). The study concluded several major findings. First, MDV integrates into host 
chromosome telomeres (Figure 6); this observation was independently confirmed (76). It was 
originally hypothesized that MDV would specifically integrate into mega-telomeres, and while 
this was observed, integration events were also found in a number of average-sized telomeres 
in different chromosomes. Furthermore, it appears that MDV may preferentially integrate into 
certain chromosomes (i.e., GGA 4, 6, 9, 12, and 20). Figure 6 illustrates MDV integration 
preferences. One interesting candidate chromosome for future study is GGA 9, in which both 
homologs demonstrated MDV integration ability. This is especially appealing because GGA 9 
encodes a single copy of the chicken telomerase RNA (cTR) component of telomerase, and 
integrated MDV encodes an additional two copies of TR (vTR). Viral TR has a high sequence 
identity (85-88%) to cTR (68,77,78). Viral integration sites have proven useful markers in 
determining tumor clonality (79); that is, do multiple tumors in a bird derive from a single 
transformation event (monoclonal origin) or multiple independent transformation events 
(polyclonal origin)? Robinson and colleagues discovered that tumors within birds frequently 
develop from a monoclonal origin and are related (Figure 7) (27).  

To determine when MDV integrates during infection and in which cell types, the Cheng 
and Delany labs switched their focus from late stage tumor samples to cells targeted for MDV 
infection at time points representative of the lytic cycle (1-7 dpi), the establishment of latency (7-
14 dpi), and the transformation period (14-21 dpi) (5,16,80). Early in infection, even in the first 
week, Robinson saw that both B and T cells could harbor integration events, showing that MDV 
integrates as part of its natural life cycle (80). In congruence with earlier work, MDV was shown 
to integrate only in telomeres and never in non-telomeric chromosomal DNA.  It was also found 
that early in infection MDV integration was witnessed in a wider array of chromosomes than in 
more senior post transformation tumor cells. In addition, newly infected tissues did not 
demonstrate the clonal profiles seen in tumors, but rather highly variable profiles.  These 
observations confirmed and expanded our understanding of MDV integration. We learned that 
integration occurs at high frequency and is preferential to telomeres on favored chromosomes. 
In addition, MDV can begin integration much earlier than previously thought. And finally, 
although integration is a hallmark of MDV-induced cancer, integration alone is not sufficient for 
MDV transformation (80).   

More work is needed to understand the essential role integration plays in tumorigenesis, 
but we suspect that early integration serves as a mechanism for latency and that subsequent 
additional somatic mutations are essential for transformation and tumorigenesis. We have 
reason to suspect that integration is vital for tumorigenesis as deletion or mutation of MDV 
telomeric repeats (vTTAGGG), a necessary genetic element for integration, substantially 
decreases the incidence of tumors, but does not significantly weaken viral replication during the 
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lytic cycle (27,76). We will employ advanced genomic technologies in cooperation with previous 
collaborative efforts to investigate how structural alterations and somatic variations may arise 
from specific integration profiles, and how these influence the progression of tumor cell 
lineages. 
 To understand how the chicken genetically interacts with MDV in the narrative of MD 
we must characterize quantitative trait loci (QTLs) and regions of interest associated with 
resistance to MD and/or involved with tumorigenesis. Multiple approaches have been utilized 
in an effort to increase confidence in candidate genes, alleles, and pathways. Thus far, this 
approach has identified many strong candidates, specifically three MD resistance genes: GH1—
encodes growth hormone 1 protein (81), LY6E aka SCA2—encodes lymphocyte antigen 6E 
protein (82,83), and CD74—encodes HLA class II histocompatibility antigen gamma chain 
protein (84). These results should grant increased accuracy and guide future, more precise 
analyses with advanced technology to understand the molecular mechanisms associated with 
tumor formation and their relationship to MD resistance. 
 These combined efforts include genome-wide select SNP arrays and QTL scans, selective 
sweeps for MD genetic resistance, transcript profiling, allele-specific expression (ASE) screens, 
and chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) followed by NGS. All efforts use the same genetic 
background, our experimental models: White Leghorn chickens lines 6 and 7 and their F1 
progenies; lines 6x7 and 7x6. Lines 6 and 7 are MD resistant and susceptible, respectively, and 
are over 99% inbred (85,86). Resulting F1 progeny are heterozygous for resistant and susceptible 
alleles at specifically considered loci, many of which include candidate genes. A designed 
exception to complete genetic heterozygousity is at the genetic origin of the major 
histocompatibility complex (MHC), which is a locus shown to greatly influence MD incidence 
(87). Therefore, the remaining loci may be surveyed for their collective contribution to MD 
incidence. 

In a pilot study, the Avian Disease and Oncology Laboratory attempted to gain a global 
view of tumor sample genomes. Two Affymetrix SNP arrays, the chicken genome wide 600K 
array and the custom 15K, were used to genotype 10 tumor samples from six line 6x7 F1 
progeny (4 birds had paired tumors). In addition, 12 uninfected controls were genotyped: three 
from line 6 parents, three from line 7 parents, and six from 6x7 F1 progeny. The 15K array and 
the 600K array have the capacity to survey 8,896 SNPs and 145,985 SNPs, respectively. The vast 
majority of these SNPs are completely fixed in and differ between parental lines and are 
therefore heterozygous in F1 progeny, by design. SNPs that deviate from the expected specific 
heterozygousity in F1 progeny tumor samples should expose a somatic alteration, likely a large 
loss-of-heterozygousity (LOH) variation. 
 These SNPs are spaced throughout the genome and therefore allow us to draw 
conclusions from a global genome perspective: 

• There was consistent and limited somatic alterations between samples. To determine if 
these loci involve LOH and/or copy number variations (CNVs) with the same array 
technology, we will utilize the methods described in Laurie et al. (2012) and Jacobs et al. 
(2012) (88,89). 

• The average size of large somatic alterations is 100-350 Kb based on SNP distributions. 
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• Six of eight paired tumors showed genotypes suggestive of monoclonal origin, 
consistent with the results from cytogenetic analysis from the Delany lab (27). 

• Comparisons between paired tumors should help filter out passenger SNPs and 
technical errors. Shared SNPs between tumor-pairs will help hone in on the region of 
interest. We may then compare independent transformation events for driver mutations 
in tumors of different clonality. 

• The 15K array demonstrated power comparable to the 600K array in detecting regions 
with possible LOH and tumor origin; this can be attributed to large blocks of linkage 
disequilibrium.  

• Arrays did not survey the male sex chromosomes (Z chromosomes) and future studies 
should include the Z chromosome in examination. 

 One region of interest stood out especially, a SNP on GGA 2 at position 6.2 Mb. Nine of 
ten tumor samples demonstrated a homozygous line 7 (susceptible) genotype. The region of 
interest is about 46 Kb in size based on the nearest heterozygous SNPs. This region contains a 
number of candidate genes and will be examined in future investigations. 
 This pilot study confirmed that the custom 15K SNP array demonstrates sufficient 
power and is adequate for future array analysis, better utilizing monetary resources as the 15K 
array is substantially less expensive than the 600K array. SNP microarrays grant us a global 
perspective of the genome at key positions of interest guiding more precise efforts with 
advanced technology. 
 The widely used MD control strategy is vaccination; however, selection of genetic 
resistance is an additional powerful means of control, especially because it augments 
vaccination strategies. The Cheng lab set out to identify genes and certain gene products 
associated with MD resistance. They examined QTL alleles associated with resistance to MD. 
Multiple approaches (QTL scans, selective sweeps, transcript profiling, ASE screens, and 
chromatin immunoprecipitation) were used in order to find candidate genes and/or pathways 
of high confidence; using multiple approaches harnesses the unique strengths of each approach 
granting more power of analysis. In addition, given the mass amount of data, multiple 
approaches acted as filtering techniques and made data analysis more manageable.  
 Genome-wide QTL scans were performed on about 1,100 6x7 F6 MD resource 
population. Using the F6 population took advantage of prior SNP arrays as DNA from these 
birds were also genotyped. The custom affymetrix 15K array includes 2,256 SNPs associated 
with ASE in response to MDV infection, 4,497 SNPs associated with selective sweeps for MD 
resistance, and the remaining 8,097 SNPs were previously validated and used to increase 
precision of analysis. ASE associated SNPs demonstrate a transcriptional response to MDV 
infection; when allelic variation is observed, there must be a polymorphic cis-acting element 
present for the gene of interest (2).  
 Selective sweep analysis for MD genetic resistance was performed by sequencing line 6 
and 7 genomes with paired end reads of average size 2.5 Kb. Reads were aligned to the chicken 
reference genome and SNPs were analyzed. Both lines were divergently selected for from the 
same origin population; therefore, divergently fixed SNP haplotype blocks and their respective 
lengths, chromosome haplotype length (CHL), were examined. The degree of selection for a 
particular allele is indicative of the integrity of linkage disequilibrium (LD), essentially how 
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‘fixed’ the allele is (90). Results indicate that about 25% of ASE SNPs are in or near genes in 
regions of selective sweep. Genomic regions that share association with ASE and selective 
sweeps show highly significant association suggestive of MD resistance.  
 QTL screens offer an approximation of gene location in the genome relative to the 
detectable marker, often with poor resolution. To increase resolution, differential gene 
expression was measured with the expectation that genes and pathways differentially 
expressed and suggestive of MD resistance and/or response to infection would reveal candidate 
gene locations when combined with QTL mapping (91,92). Therefore, differential gene 
expression was measured in response to infection and between lines of different and defined 
MD resistance. This collaborative approach revealed many candidate genes and pathways 
associated with MD resistance and/or MDV infection (91,92), which collectively suggest that the 
degree of host immune response was directly correlated with vulnerability to tumorigenesis. 
This makes sense because select immune cells, mainly CD4+ T lymphocytes—the primary 
targets for transformation—congregate to areas of infection.  
 Two ASE screens were performed on F1 progeny (line 6x7) in response to MDV 
infection. The entire chicken genome was screened with the exception of MHC genes, since line 
6x7 progeny are homozygous for MHC alleles (93,94). Half of the birds were infected with MDV 
at 2 weeks of age and RNA samples from spleen were collected at 1, 4, 7, 11, 13, and 15 dpi. In 
the first study, replicate RNA was pooled and analyzed from a single time point. In the second 
study, 7 individual RNA samples were analyzed from infected and uninfected birds. SNPs and 
allelic ratios were identified in both studies and if the allelic ratio changed in response to MDV 
infection, then there was a cis-acting regulatory element affecting the expression of the SNP 
associated gene. The second study determined 4,528 SNPs in 3,718 genes demonstrating ASE 
variation in response to MDV infection and 70% of first study results confirmed ASE variation, 
suggesting that RNA sequencing is an effective means of measuring valid ASE SNPs. 
Differential gene expression was also measured from RNA sequenced data. The genes and 
pathways associated with MD genetic resistance were as expected. Several pathways 
demonstrated both pathway enrichment and significant ASE, particularly of early pathway 
genes (94). In key regulatory pathways, upstream factors similar to the above-mentioned 
enriched genes demonstrating ASE may influence expression of subsequent downstream factors 
(95). However, this experiment did not address the somatic alterations likely associated with 
transformation that are believed to be downstream in key pathways.  
 In addition to the collaborative efforts above, chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) 
was performed on Meq homo- and heterodimers followed by next generation sequencing (NGS) 
analysis to identify regions of the chicken genome to which Meq binds. Meq is considered one 
of the most oncogenic genes in the scenario of MDV transformation, and identification of the 
genes and pathways influenced by Meq helped the Cheng lab to reveal candidates involved in 
transformation. In addition, RNA expression of gene sets was measured with microarrays 
between cells expressing Meq and those that did not. The correspondence between differential 
gene expression and regions from ChIP revealed 351 candidate genes within 2 Kb of Meq-
binding sites. Pathways analysis suggested enrichment of genes in the mitogen-activated 
protein kinase (MAPK) and WNT signaling pathways. This information can be combined with 
tumor genome profiling (objective 2) to better understand MDV induced transformation, 
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because MD tumor formation is likely driven by somatic mutaions and Meq-directed regulatory 
changes. 
 The above tests and collaborations between them have revealed, in part, how MDV 
likely influences the chicken genome, gene products, and pathways. This information will guide 
our analysis and hopefully corroborate our results; but most importantly we hope to expand 
upon our understanding of the forces driving MDV transformation and genetic elements 
associated with MD resistance. 

 
Research Design and Methods 

We aim to both improve upon existing and generate alternative means of control of MD. 
This requires investigation of the etiology of MD, specifically the genetic origin of MDV-
induced tumorigenesis. Cytogenetics, molecular genetics, and genomic analysis enable us to 
investigate what somatic alterations and integration events are at the origin of MDV-induced T-
cell lymphomas and strengthen our understanding of MD tumorigenesis.  

Evidence suggests that certain integration sites are preferred in tumor lineages and 
tumors are mostly monoclonal in individual birds. MDV integration is necessary for 
transformation although singularly insufficient because integration is variable and does not 
solely guarantee transformation (27), suggesting that additional somatic alterations are 
necessary for transformation events and tumorigenesis. In addition, as mentioned above, MDV 
oncogenes (e.g. Meq) regulate many host genes and pathways. We aim to reveal the somatic 
alterations necessary for tumorigenesis and the interplay between somatic alterations, MDV-
induced regulation of gene expression and pathways, and MDV integration.  

Our first objective is to characterize large-scale somatic alterations and MDV integration 
on 72 MD tumors from male birds using a custom Affymetrix 15K SNP chip array and 
cytogenetic analyses, respectively. Together these approaches will reveal a global perspective of 
SNPs, CNVs, LOH, translocations, aneuploidy, and other large-scale somatic alterations, as well 
as their potential relationship to each other. Resulting data from objective 1 will guide further 
analysis to identify somatic mutations via characterization of sequenced DNA (objective 2) and 
to elucidate gene expression alterations from sequenced RNA (objective 3). Objectives 2 and 3 
entail a more precise investigation of DNA and RNA from 22 tumors selected based on somatic 
alteration signatures revealed in objective 1. DNA sequencing grants detection precision at the 
single nucleotide level, allowing us to decipher: somatic mutations, genes, and alleles. RNA 
sequencing will illustrate pathways associated with MDV-induced transformation events and 
presumably confirm suspected candidate genomic alterations. In addition, this information will 
help us to confirm and further investigate results from objective 1: the LOH and CNVs from the 
SNP microarrays and the MDV integration sites. In sum, we gain a broad genomic view of 
large-scale mutations and MDV integration sites by using SNP arrays and cytogenetics, 
respectively. These results will guide us to investigate alterations in DNA and RNA expression 
more precisely via NGS. By combining and corroborating results from arrays, cytogenetics, and 
NGS we hope to identify genetic alterations responsible for MDV-induced transformation. 
Experimental Birds, Materials, and Tissue Sampling 
 All birds in this experiment, lines 7x6 F1 progeny, will provide true biological replicates 
due to high levels of inbreeding in parental lines 6 and 7, of which both genomes have been 
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extensively characterized. Use of the heterozygous 7x6 F1 progeny will allow us to characterize 
tumor specific somatic mutations in reference to both genetic backgrounds. 

We will subcutaneously infect ~200 F1 line 7x6 chicks at hatch with 1,000 pfu JM/102W 
strain MDV, which is classified as the virulent (vMDV) pathotype (11), and should yield 
sufficient monoclonal tumors that are fairly homogenous in regard to tumor cell concentration. 
Birds will be necropsied for gross late-stage tumors after 8 weeks post inoculation or until 
moribund. Larger tumors are preferred to easily discriminate between tumor and surrounding 
tissue. Collected tumor samples will be divided: a large portion in cell suspension (cytogenetic 
analysis), and remaining portions in RNAlater (RNA sequence analysis) and frozen at -80 
degrees C (DNA microarray and sequence analysis). For the genomic control (DNA microarray 
and sequencing analysis), blood will be sampled from six line 6x7 F1 progeny not infected with 
MDV (unchallenged). Nucleated red blood cells (RBCs) in these samples will provide the 
control DNA necessary. For the transcriptional control (RNA sequencing analysis), we will 
sample RNA from 15 unchallenged birds. The RNA will be isolated from purified CD4+ T cells, 
the cells most likely to be transformed by MDV, thereby providing an accurate representation of 
RNA in this lymphocyte microenvironment without the influence of MDV transformation. At 2, 
4 and 6 weeks of age 5 unchallenged birds will be euthanized and necropsied for CD4+ T cells 
collection and verification of no MD, respectively.  
 
Objective 1: SNP Array and Cytogenetic Screens 
 Together SNP arrays and cytogenetic screens will provide insight toward potential 
large-scale somatic alterations (i.e. LOH and CNVs) in MD tumors as well and whether tumors 
from the same bird are monoclonal. The initial 72 tumors and 24 controls will be screened via a 
custom Affymetrix 15K SNP chip with 9,042 fully informative markers, which are spaced once 
per 120Kb of the chicken genome, on average. The 15K array is sufficient due to cost and large 
regions of linkage disequilibrium. Tumors from different tissue types (e.g. heart, spleen, 
thymus) will be sampled, but we suspect the majority of tumors to be gonadal, because 
JM/102W preferentially induce large, fairly homogenous gonadal tumors (96). Each 96-well 
plate will contain 24 controls consisting of three sets of 8 technical replicates from: one line 6 
bird, one line 7 bird, and one 7x6 F1 bird. Replicates will be randomly assigned to each well to 
test for row bias. Parental lines 6 and 7 are fixed for heterozygous alleles at each of the 9,042 
SNPs. Line 6, 7, and 7x6 F1 represent homozygous AA, homozygous BB, and heterozygous AB 
genotypes, respectively. Microarray signal strengths of each SNP from tumor samples will be 
compared to signal strengths of known controls, providing especially useful insight into CNVs 
and LOH (88,89). Given that MD tumors consistently arise within 3-6 weeks, we expect 
alterations not to hide at low frequency and therefore we should have sufficient power to detect 
them; in other words, the cells within fairly homogenous tumors will not have sufficient time to 
accumulate passenger mutations that would distract from the discovery of driver mutations. 
We will also screen for candidate alterations from aforementioned prior efforts. One example is 
the SNP on GGA 2 at position 6.2 Mb (homozygous for line 7 susceptible alleles), which is 
highly prevalent in preliminary data (9 out of 10 tumors). We will determine GGA 2 allelic 
frequency in all tumor and control samples via Pyrosequencing.  
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 Tumor samples will be filtered based on their cytogenetic profiles. We will select for 
samples that suggest monoclonal integration events specifically on chromosomes that have full 
or near complete sequence assembly. Many chromosomes in the chicken are too small and/or 
compact to properly annotate on the reference chicken (Gallus gallus) genome (i.e. 16, 25, 28 
and higher, and W); alterations on these chromosomes would be difficult to detect in 
downstream NGS analysis because they could not be properly mapped and assembled. We will 
also select for diverse integration profiles that may differ in which annotated chromosome 
and/or region of the chromosome the virus integrates. 

Results from SNP arrays will be filtered based on our understanding of MDV-induced 
tumorigenesis as well as the extensive literature on human tumorigenesis. Regions with somatic 
alterations of sufficient frequency (allelic frequency of greater than 10%) in tumors will be 
compared to: 

• Genes associated with resistance to MD and which allele (line 6 or line 7) confers 
resistance (85). 

• Genes that cooperate or are regulated directly or indirectly by Meq. 
• Known oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes, especially those from The Cancer 

Genome Atlas (TCGA). We will examine the number of alleles affected (haplosufficient 
or haploinsuffient), the mode of action (dominant or recessive), the altered function of 
the gene (e.g. gain-of-function or loss-of-function), and the gene group (oncogene or 
tumor suppressor gene). 

• Genes within and that interact with specific pathways, such as the MAPK pathway that 
includes three leucine zipper proteins (bZIP) (e.g c-Jun), and the DNA binding sites of 
bZIP proteins (e.g. AP-1 sites). 

• Genes that influence telomeres and/or telomerase. 
 
Samples to undergo cytogenetic and SNP array screening will originate from late-stage 

tumors, and will likely possess karyotype abnormalities. Previous efforts revealed that 
tetraploidy and aneuploidy were a common characteristic of MD tumor cell karyotypes (27). We 
will investigate the appearance of abnormal karyotypes based on viral integration sites to 
determine if certain chromosomes are targeted and if certain integration events are preferred. 
And if so, how do such relationships influence tumor cell mitosis, particularly segregation. 
 
Objectives 2 and 3: NGS of DNA and RNA from MDV-induced tumor samples. 
 DNA and RNA from 22 MD tumors, specifically selected from the 72 MD tumors 
mentioned above, will be sequenced. DNA sequencing will identify integration sites and 
somatic alterations, which include nucleotide substitutions, small insertions and deletions, copy 
number alterations, and chromosomal rearrangements (Figure 9) (97). RNA sequencing will 
allow profiling of gene expression. Tumor DNA and RNA sequence data will be compared to 6 
DNA and 15 RNA controls, which will also be sequenced. In most human cancer genomics 
studies, tumor DNA and RNA are compared to DNA and RNA from surrounding tissue 
samples. However, the control samples we will use are from different chickens. We argue that it 
is not necessary to have controls for each individual given the high level of inbreeding and 
genetic consistency of F1 progeny and parental lines. Furthermore, parental lines 6 and 7 have 
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been genomically sequenced with over 60x coverage providing valuable information. DNA and 
RNA from samples will be sequenced via Illumina HiSeq 2000 with 150 base paired end reads 
to generate 150+ Gb of sequence equivalent to 15+x genome (DNA) coverage per sample. DNA 
and RNA alterations will be screened for deviation from the heterozygous 1:1 allelic ratio 
(genome) and from the RNA control allelic ratio (transcriptome). Collectively, sequence 
information from tumor DNA and RNA, when compared to their respective controls and pre-
existing line 6 and 7 data, will allow us to detect somatic genomic mutations and factors 
regulating gene expression. 
 Read trimming, quality control, mapping and alignment. Sequenced tumor and control 
samples will be aligned to a reference genome and compared against each other to determine 
somatic alterations and differential gene expression. Sequence will be analyzed 
bioinformatically utilizing pipelines similar to those used in human cancer genomics studies 
(Figure 8). Reads will be checked for quality, trimmed of low quality bases and adapters, and 
rechecked for quality via Trimmomatic (98). Trimmed reads of ample quality will then be 
mapped and assembled to the Gallus gallus 4 (Galgal4) reference genome via the Tophat 
package (99). Read quality will be further analyzed in relation to mapping and alignment via 
SAMStat (100). Aligned reads will be analyzed through a series of algorithms and software 
packages for detection of variants and gene expression (Figure 8). It is empirically known that 
using several independent algorithms in combination, rather than just a single algorithm, to 
detect a given variant type (e.g. indels) is less likely to generate false positives (101). We will use 
the combined algorithm approach based on the cutting edge but still tried and tested methods 
of Chen et al. (2014), as there is no consensus for optimal algorithm combinations (101). False 
positives will also be limited by: ensuring alterations have at least three reads, comparing 
genomic (DNA) and transcriptomic (RNA) data, and comparing paired samples to target driver 
mutations.  
 SNV detection. Single nucleotide variants (SNVs) are the most frequent alterations in 
cancer genomes (101). Of the numerous SNV detection algorithms, we will use SomaticSniper 
(102) and Bambino (103) because they were designed to detect somatic mutations using tumor 
and matched normal genomic sequences. Resulting SNVs will be compared to the databases 
previously explained above in SNP array analysis and to the database of previously identified 
chicken SNPs in the UCSC genome browser. 
 Indel detection. It is challenging to detect indels because they are difficult to map (104) 
and they occur at low frequency compared to SNVs (105,106). In addition, many algorithms 
suffer from lack of precision and cannot detect medium-sized indels (101). We will use four 
algorithms collectively to eliminate false positives: SAMtools (107), GATK (108), Pindel (109), 
and Bambino (103). Pindel stands out from other algorithms because it achieves high precision 
and sensitivity by allowing mismatches (101). 
 Confirmation of ploidy and detection of CNVs. Aligned reads will be analyzed for total 
read coverage (RC) at each locus to confirm ploidy from objective 1 analysis and to detect CNVs 
(Figure 9). We will divide per coordinate RC by average genomic RC (X), which should be 
about 15. Per coordinate copy number will be calculated by CNV=2(RC/X). CNV is expected to 
be 2—a value greater than 2 will be a gain in copy number. We will then measure CNVs in 
sliding windows of 50 SNPs to increase power and average noise. A t-test will be determined 
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for detected duplications per line, sample, and locus and t-test significance will be determined 
via permutation test (110) of 1000 randomizations of sample IDs across lines. Detected CNVs 
will be compared to previously determined CNVs in lines 6 and 7 and a custom Agilent 
comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) array (111). 
 Detection of LOH, structural variants, and gene fusions. Structural changes in the 
genome (e.g. chromosome deletions, insertions, and translocations) affect cancer genes by 
resulting in a fusion transcript or transcriptional dysregulation. Whole genome sequencing 
(WGS) will allow us to expand upon objective 1 data to characterize somatic rearrangements 
and their breakpoints with base-pair resolution. Paired-end sequencing tends generate many 
false positives (101), therefore we will use a collective analysis approach using two or more 
algorithms from the following: BreakDancer (112), CREST (113), GASV-Pro (114), and Genome 
STRiP (115). In addition, we will supplement data with local assembly of candidate regions. 

To detect LOH we will compute minor allele frequency (MAF) in windows containing 
400 SNPs. The combination of 15x coverage and 400 SNPs per window will generate 4,800 
genotypes to be analyzed on average per coordinate and sample allowing for high precision 
estimation of MAF. A t-test will be performed on average MAFs per line, sample, and 
coordinate in the same manner as described above with CNVs and significance (p value) 
determined. Gene fusions arising from structural rearrangements are a major mechanism 
driving tumor formation (Ding et al., 2014). We will employ two or more of the recently 
developed algorithms to detect gene fusions from RNA-seq data: TopHat-fusion (116), deFuse 
(117), MapSplice (118), ChimeraScan (119), and BreakFusion (120). 
 Determination of driver mutations and pathways. The next challenge in analysis is to 
determine which of the detected somatic alterations are likely driver mutations (Figure 8). To 
distinguish driver mutations from passenger mutations, we will employ three strategies: variant 
prediction; recurrence and frequency assessment; and pathway or network analysis (101). We 
will use SIFT (121) and polyPhen (122) to detect deleterious mutations in coding regions. We 
will identify SNPs in non-coding regions 2 Kb upstream of transcriptional start sites and label 
associated genes, especially if they are suspected to associate with Meq homo- or heterodimer-
induced regulation of transcription. Somatic alterations will be compared to 15K SNP data 
(objective 1), TCGA database, and the chicken alterations on the UCSC genome browser. DNA 
and RNA variations will be tested for pathway association (e.g. MAPK and WNT signaling) or 
enrichment via DAVID (123). 
 Validation of mutations. After we have exhausted our bioinformatics analysis we 
should end up with a manageable amount of candidate driver variations. To validate these 
alterations were actually present in tumor samples, we will incorporate specially designed 
Pyrosequencing arrays on all 72 MD tumor samples and addition female tumor samples. 
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Figures 

	
Figure	1:	The	changing	clinical	picture	
of	MD	as	a	result	of	the	evolution	of	
MDV	virulence	(5).	

Figure	2:	The	evolution	of	MDV	virulence	in	
relation	to	vaccine	breaks.	HVT,	herpes	virus	of	
turkeys;	Bivalent,	HVT	and	serotype	2	(SB-1)	
vaccines;	Rispens,	CVI988	strain	(11,14).	

	
	

	
Figure	3:	The	pathogenesis	of	MD	(14).	 Figure	4:		The	developing	scenario	of	MDV	

transformation	(10).	
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Figure	5:	The	role	of	Meq	in	MDV	
transformation	(5).	

Figure	8:	Bioinformatic	analysis	of	DNA	from	tumor	
and	control	samples	in	human	cancer	genomics	
(101).	

	
Figure 7: Tumor lineage analysis of MDV-
induce lymphomas.The mapped MDV 
integration sites in 15 tumors in 6 birds 
provided a means to characterize tumor 
lineage, mostly monoclonal (27). 

Figure	6:	Localization	of	MDV	integration	
at	the	telomeres	of	chicken	chromosomes.	
Panels	A	and	B	show	MDV	integration	sites	
(red)	in	the	telomeres	(green)	of	chicken	
chromosomes	(blue)	in	MDV-induced	
lymphoma	tumor	cells.	Panel	C	demonstrates	
that	MDV	integrations	(green)	occurred	in	
both	macro-	and	micro-chromosomes	(blue)	
and	did	not	preferentially	discriminate	
between	p	and	q	arms	(27).	
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 Figure	9:	Genome	alterations	detectable	via	second-generation	sequencing	in	Humans	
(97).	 	
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Timetable	
 
Birds and Samples 2014 
Cytogenetics and SNP Screens 2014-2015 
Next Generation Sequencing 2014-2015 
SNP Validation 2015 
Analyses 2014-2016 
 

Potential	Funding	Sources	and	Rationale	
 
 This project is funded through USDA Agriculture and Food Research Initiative (AFRI) 
grant 113.29.13.30. AFRI grants fund research that address important aspects of food and 
agriculture. This project aims to enhance control of Marek’s Disease. 
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